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Appendix I
Questionnaire
Please circle most apprpriate response.
1. Batch:
a.) 2015
b.) 2016
c.) 2017
2. Gender:
a.) Female
b.) Male
The following items describe statements about Students’ percepetion of Edmodo as
learning media in ETSP batch 2015-2017. Indicate your agreement and disagreement
with the following statements by crossing (x) in your response using this scale:
Strongly Disagree (SD)
Disagree (D) Neutral(N)
Agree(A)
Strongly
Agree (SA)
No.

Statements

1

Edmodo contributes positively to my
learning experience

2

Edmodo makes me understand the
importace of learning from sharing
real-world experiences

3

Edmodo enhances my ability to
understand and evaluate viewpoints

4

Edmodo helps me develop my ability
to think logically

5

Edmodo encourages me to develop
myself as a team member

6

Edmodo sharpens my discussion/
interaction skills

7

Edmodo makes me feel more
involved with the class

SD

D

N

A

SA
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8

Edmodo gives me the opportunity to
relate my own experiences to the
topics covered in the course

9

Edmodo enhances my ability to think
critically

10

Compared to face to face classroom,
Edmodo allows me to more
efficiently comment and discuss
ideas with my peers and colleagues

11

12

13

I feel more comfortable sharing and
discussing my idea on Edmodo than I
do in a traditional face to face
classroom

Compared to face to face classes, I
feel more comfortable responding to
online discussions using Edmodo
It’s easy to use Edmodo because in
design of Edmodo is look like
Facebook

14

Compared to face to face classes, I
prefer using Edmodo to share and
discuss ideas because it is convenient

15

Edmodo provides quick and easy
access to assignment
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16

Edmodo makes me confidence in
discussion and sharing idea to others

17

I don’t have any trouble in the
internet when I want to submit the
assignment through Edmodo

18

Edmodo allows me to communicate
more effectively than traditional face
to face meetings

19

Edmodo allows me to express my
thoughts more clearly and openly

20

I think the reference materials (video,
PowerPoint files, articles) and
assignments posted by my teacher in
Edmodo help me to improve my
learning and to understand the
contents/topics of the lesson better

21
I think Edmodo is convenient to use
especially in submitting assignments
22

I think online activities and
discussions in Edmodo can motivate
me to learn more about the lesson
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23

I think the use of Edmodo saves
effort and time

24

I think the use of Edmodo helps me
practicing my language skills

25

I think Edmodo helps me acquiring
new English vocabularies

26
I think the use of Edmodo makes my
reading experience more interesting
27

I think the use of Edmodo increases
the effectiveness of learning

28

I think Edmodo facilitates interaction
and communication between teacher
and students.

29

I prefer reading my courses in paper
form instead of reading them through
Edmodo

30

I think it is difficult to use Edmodo
as mobile learning application
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31

I think it is a difficult to use Edmodo
because of the slow speed internet on
my mobile

Adapted from: (Cakrawati, Students' perception on the use of online learning
platformsin EFL classroom, 2017) (Su'adah, Students' pereception toward the use
Edmodo in teaching and learning process in Jambi university, 2015)
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Appendix II
Interview Questions
Created by: Erna Basania Siahaan

1. What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
2. In learning process, which class that makes you more confident and active? Online
(Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your reasons!
3. Do you think that your English is more improve by learning through Online class
(Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
4. Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo) or face-toface class?
5. In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through Edmodo?
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Appendix III
Indicators of Questionnaire
No.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Indicators
Students’ perception in learning online in
Edmodo
Students’ perception on which classes that
make them confident and active, face to face
class or Edmodo
Students’ perception on which classes that
make their English improve, face to face
class or Edmodo
Students’ perception on which class is more
efficient, face to face class or Edmodo

Number
1,2,3,4,5,9,10
6,7,8,11,12,13,17,20

21,23,25,26,27,28,30

14,15,16,18,19,22,24,29,31
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Appendix V
Reliability Item Statistics
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.874

31

Descriptive Statistics
N
Edmodo contributes positively

Mean

Std. Deviation

47

3.81

.711

47

3.62

.709

47

3.62

.610

47

3.32

.755

47

3.55

.775

47

3.38

.768

47

3.45

.746

47

3.49

.655

47

3.34

.760

to my learning experience
Edmodo makes me understand
the importance of learning
from sharing real-world
experiences
Edmodo enhances my ability to
understand and evaluate
viewpoints
Edmodo helps me develop my
ability to think logically
Edmodo encourages me to
develop myself as a team
member
Edmodo sharpens my
discussion/ interaction skills
Edmodo makes me feel more
involved with the class
Edmodo gives me the
opportunity to relate my own
experiences to the topics
covered in the course
Edmodo enhances my ability to
think critically
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Compared to face to face

47

3.38

.822

47

3.02

.967

47

3.06

.919

47

3.91

.717

47

3.26

.871

47

4.02

.707

47

3.51

.688

47

3.40

.993

47

3.28

.713

classroom,Edmodo allows me
to more efficiently comment
and discuss ideas with my
peers and colleagues
I feel more comfortable sharing
and discussing my idea on
Edmodo than I do in a
traditional face to face
classroom
Compared to face to face
classes, I feel more comfortable
responding to online
discussions using Edmodo
It’s easy to use Edmodo
because in design of Edmodo is
look like Facebook
Compared to face to face
classes, I prefer using Edmodo
to share and discuss ideas
because it is convenient
Edmodo provides quick and
easy access to assignment
Edmodo makes me confidence
in discussion and sharing idea
to others
I don’t have any trouble in the
internet when I want to submit
the assignment through
Edmodo
Edmodo allows me to
communicate more effectively
than traditional face to face
meetings
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Edmodo allows me to express

47

3.40

.681

47

3.68

.663

47

3.89

.598

47

3.43

.651

47

3.96

.658

47

3.45

.583

47

3.66

.600

47

3.60

.825

47

3.57

.715

47

3.74

.675

my thoughts more clearly and
openly
Reference materials (video,
PowerPoint files, articles) and
assignments posted by my
teacher in Edmodo help me to
improve my learning and to
understand the contents/topics
of the lesson better
I think Edmodo is convenient
to use especially in submitting
assignments
I think online activities and
discussions in Edmodo can
motivate me to learn more
about the lesson
I think the use of Edmodo
saves effort and time
I think the use of Edmodo
helps me practising my
language skills
I think Edmodo helps me
acquiring new English
vocabularies
I think the use of Edmodo
makes my reading experience
more interesting
I think the use of Edmodo
increases the effectiveness of
learning
I think Edmodo facilitates
interaction and communication
between teacher and students
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I prefer reading my courses in

47

3.36

.819

47

2.55

.880

47

2.91

1.080

paper form instead of reading
them through Edmodo
I think it is difficult to use
Edmodo as mobile learning
application
I think it is a difficult to use
Edmodo because of the slow
speed internet on my mobile
Valid N (listwise)
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Appendix VI
Participants’ interview transcript
By Erna Basania
Erna : Hi
Responden 1 : Hi
Erna : So, im going ask you five questions about Edmodo, you nedd to answer it
based on your opinion.
Responden 1: Okay
Erna : Okay, so the fist question what do you think learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 1 : I think, learning online in Edmodo is good because I have been using
Edmodo for three years, I know because my university use that to do the assignment
or anything. I think this more efficient if we have a platform to do the assignment
online
Erna : Okay. The next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 1 : For some cases, I think i’m more confident in face to face class
because in online class some introvert people will be more active than the extrovert,
but im an extrovert so I more like to meet in face to face class, and more confident in
it.
Erna : Okay, the next question. Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
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Responden 1 : I think, its just same when I use online and face to face class. How
improve your English is based on yourself. So its not based on the classes, if you
want to learn English you will improve it by yourself.
Erna : Okay, the next question. Which one is more efficient for you, learning through
online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class?
Responden 1 : For efficient,its Online class. Because you can do anywhere, everytime
and you can access Internet easier and communicate with others too. But you cant get
the essential of face to face class.
Erna : For the last question. In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 1 : like I said before, there is a platform make us easier to submit the
assignment, get the comment form lecturer. And for the introvert which can be more
active, because this platform makes the students do not afraid to ask the lecturer.
Erna : Okay thankyou for answering my question, have a nice day.

Erna : Good morning!
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Responden 2 : Good morning!
Erna : Okay, I have five questions here about Edmodo. So, you need to answer it
based on your opinion.
Responden 2 : Okay
Erna : Okay, the first question what do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 2 : I think, in Edmodo when I’m learning in Edmodo it is saved my time,
but sometimes I got misunderstanding when getting the material in Edmodo.
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 2 : Face to face I think, I’m more understand get the material in Face to
face class.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 2 : I think no, because my English more improve in face to face class.
Erna : Okay the fourth question, Which one is more efficient for you, learning
through online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class?
Responden 2 : For effective, I think its Edmodo. Because its easier and save time.
Erna : Okay the last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 2 : The beneficial learning in Edmodo for me, its save time and money.
Because students did not need to come to campus or school.
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Erna : Thankyou, have a nice day!

Erna : Hi!
Responden 3 : Hi Erna!
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
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Responden 3 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 3 : I think Edmodo is very good for students that want to learn in online,
we can do the assignment with quiz in Edmodo everywhere. And the quiz have time
to manage time in doing the assignment. And its very good for them because the
teacher or lecturer can send journal, book, etc. so the students can read and learn from
it.
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 3 : I think I will be active in face to face class, because in this class make
me want to talk to the others. And asking something about the lesson. But if we talk
about confident, I’m more confident in Edmodo because no one can judge me.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 3 : I think, my English will be improve in face to face class becauce I can
speak more, and I can know another words or pronunciation from other. But in
Edmodo, I cant do that.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 3 : I think its should be mix classes. I like learn through both of online or
face to face class
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
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Responden 3 : I think many advantages from learning in Edmodo. We can talk to our
lecturer and teacaher everywhere and anytime because its online. And do quiz in due
time, and we can learn a book or a journal from lecturer that sent it. I think that’s all
thankyou.
Erna : Thankyou, have a nice day!

Erna : Hi!
Responden 4 : Hi Erna!
Erna : Okay, I have five questions here about Edmodo. So, you need to answer it
based on your opinion.
Responden 4 : Okay
Erna : Okay, the first question what do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
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Responden 4 : I think Edmodo is a good application we can learn without have face
to face class
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 4 : I prefer in face to face class. Because I can be more confident and
active by discussing with my friends in face to face class.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 4 : I think my English is more improve in face to face class because I can
speak more in this class.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 4 : Face to face clas because learning in this class I can discuss anything
with my friends.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 4 : In my opinion, it has beneficial for me because I can learn everytime
and everywhere I want and I can submit the assignment without need having face to
face class.
Erna : Thankyou, have a nice day!
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Erna : Hi!
Responden 5 : Halo Erna!
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
Responden 5 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 5 : I think Edmodo helps the teacher and students to connect each other
everywhere, everytime also the parents.
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Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 5 : I prefer face to face class, I think more confident and active in it. If I
don’t understand the lesson I can ask the teacher at the time, and the teacher will
explain.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 5 : I think face to face class more improve my English rather than in
Edmodo because I can speak English with my friends or discuss what I don’t know
with them and my teacher.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 5 : if you talkabout efficient, I prefer Edmodo. Because you can connect
and you can use it everytime.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 5 : In my opinion, I think Edmodo helps the teacher to connect with the
students everywhere and everytime. And you can doing another activities without
disturb your time.
Erna : Thankyou for answering my questions!
Responden 5 : You’re welcome!
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Erna : Hi!
Responden 6 : Halo!
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
Responden 6 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 6 : I think its good method when you want to study online in class. And
its support us too, to study because its more efficient and instant to study.
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Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 6 : For me, it’s the same wheter in face to face or Edmodo class. But I
prefer, face to face class because I’m more active in the class and I can show my
confident and improve my four skills.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 6 : as I mentioned before, it’s the same. For Edmodo, it helps us to do the
activity. Because it has limit time.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 6 : For me, its better if we combine it. Its more efficient if we combine it.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 6 : as I said before, it helps us to do our learning process. We can submit
our assignment in it, everytime and everytime.
Erna : Okay thankyou for answering my questions!
Responden 6 : You’re welcome!
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Erna : Good morning!
Responden 7 : Good morning Erna!
Erna : Okay, so I am going to ask you five questions about Edmodo. You need to
answer it based on your opinion
Responden 7 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 7 : I think Edmodo its good when the lecturer or the students can attend to
the class.
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Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 7 : face to face class, because in this class, it make me understand the
lesson rather than in Edmodo.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 7 : Actually I don’t know, I just feel it is same for me, face to face class or
Edmodo class.
Erna : Oh so you feel that its similar when you come to online class and face to face
class?
Responden 7: Yes
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 7 : I think fifty-fifty, but I prefer face to face class
Erna : so you think that face to face class is more efficient?
Responden 7 : Yes
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 7 : same like the question number 1, where the answer when the students
cant attend the class it can replace by Edmodo or online class, and it also can be used
to submit our asssignment
Erna : Okay thankyou for answering my questions.
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Responden 7 : You’re welcome!

Erna : Hi!
Responden 8 : Hi Erna
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
Responden 8 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
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Responden 8 : I think Edmodo is a social method design for teachers or students
interaction with and emphasize on quick communication, polling, assignment, sharing
and more.
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 8 : I think in Edmodo. Because sometimes we got afraid in face to face
class so we are not confident.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 8: I think in Edmodo because we have a time to translate what the
teacher’s mean and we got so many vocabulary.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 8 : I think in Edmodo
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 8 : first, keeping learner’s motivate, providing indivual feedback, and the
last encouraging correlation among learners
Erna : Thankyou, have a nice day!
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Erna : Hi!
Responden 9 : Hi!
Erna : Okay, so I am going to ask you five questions about Edmodo. You need to
answer it based on your opinion.
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 9 : I think learning online in Edmodo
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Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 9 : I think, I like face to face class because when I’m learning in class I
can easy understand the teacher or lecturer say, and what the material is.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 9 : I think its face to face class, because the students can be more active in
the class by sepaking English and it can improve their English.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 9 : I think it learning through online, because we can spending our time to
learn.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 9 : The beneficial learning through Edmodo, I think we can spending
more time and we just need internet to open Edmodo and start the learning, especially
in learning English.
Erna : Thankyou for answering my questions, have a nice day!
Responden 9: You’re welcome!
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Erna : Good Morning!
Responden 10 : Good Morning Erna!
Erna : Now we are going to discuss about Edmodo, I am going to ask you five
questions about it, and you need to answer it based on your opinion.
Responden 10: Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
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Responden 10 : I think, it is a facility for students that facilitate students and teacher
to study and learn in a distance
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 10 : I think online learning is more make me more confident because I
can search anything in internet, it can make me can find anything easier. And for face
to face class, it can make me confident too by listening to the lecturer.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 10 : Yes, but I think its fifty-fifty. In online class, we can improve our
reading skills. Because we do reading mostly. And in face to face class, we can
improve our speaking and listening skills.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 10 : I think online is more efficient.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 10 : first we can save time and money. We don’t need to go to campus or
shool, we learn in our house. Second, we can submit our assignment easier, as we
know there is due time it can remind us to finish the assignment sooner
Erna : Thankyou for answering my questions, have a nice day!
Responden 10 : You’re welcome!
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Erna : Hi!
Responden 11 : Hi!
Erna : Now we are going to discuss about Edmodo, I am going to ask you five
questions about it, and you need to answer it based on your opinion.
Responden 11 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 11 : I think it can helps you to save time, it doesn’t need to come to the
class and see your lecturer but you can study in every place.
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
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Responden 11 : It is based on yourself, if you are afraid to speak its better if you
haveonline clas. If you are more confident its better for you to have face to face class.
Erna : Okay, based on your personalities, which class that suitable for you?
Responden 11 : I prefer face to face class.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 11 : I think, I can improve my English through face to face class because
it force me to speak English. But in Edmodo, I can submit assignment more
discipline, because it has limit time.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 11 : I prefer face to face class
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 11 : The beneficial are its save your time and you can enjoy your learning
because your lecturer doesn’t see your learning process and you can search by
yourself through web.
Erna : Okay, that’s all. Thankyou for answering my question.
Responden 11 : You’re welcome!
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Erna : Hi!
Responden 12 : Halo Erna!
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
Responden 12 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 12 : I think learning online in Edmodo works well to me because it is
useful and kinda easy to use.i can submit my assignments easily and I can interact
with my lecturers and friends there, and then there is no ned to waste paper to submit
the hard copy of my assignment I only need submit it online.
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Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 12 : I think Edmodo is only good for submitting assignment or to discuss
something that is not clear yet, but for me, what makes me more active and confident
is in face to face class because I can show or tell my opinion and ask question directly
and then those who are need to answer my question can answer it directly too.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 12 : I don’t think that my English is more improve by learning through
Edmodo because I cant be active there since my friends and my lecturer are not really
active too, so I think that Edmodo is just a platform for us to submit the assignment
and then to share the articles or anything but not really good for us to improve our
English.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 12 : I think the one more efficient for me is learning through face to face
class, because it is important to see the face of the people who we are talking to. It is
improving my speaking skills. And by learning face to face we can be more active
and push by our lecturer to be active.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 12 : in my opinion the beneficial of learning through Edmodo is we are
not wasting papers to submit assignment, it also easy to use, and it shorten our time in
submitting the assignment. We will not waste time, money, and efforts.
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Erna : Okay, that’s all. Thankyou for answering my question.
Responden 12 : You’re welcome!

Erna : Hi!
Responden 13 : Halo Erna!
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
Responden 13 : Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 13 : I think learning in edmodo is very good because the students can
access their Edmodo accounts anytime and anywhere such as school, cafe, and home.
the students can upload assignments for their teachers to view and grade. Students
who are normally shy in the classroom, can take advantage of edmodo and use it to
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speak privately with the teacher. so the teacher easy to give feedback to his students
without face to face class.
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 13 : I think online in edmodo is more active because the students can do
assignments given by the teacher anywhere and anytime.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 13 : Yes because the teacher can upload images, links, videos, texts, or
anything that he thinks can increase students' curiosity when learning.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 13 : I think use edmodo is more efficient because , the student with other
students can easily interact and discuss with the direct observation of the teacher. the
students can download materials of learning.
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 13

: Edmodo can make it easier for teachers to communicate with

students. By using Edmodo, the teacher can share the assignment and learning with
his students by online.
Erna : Thankyou for answering my questions!
Responden 13 : You’re welcome!
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Erna : Hi!
Responden 14 : Halo Erna!
Erna : Okay, so I have five questions about Edmodo. You need to answer it based on
your opinion
Responden 14: Okay
Erna : The first question, What do you think about learning online in Edmodo?
Responden 14 : Face fo face class and online class can both lead to success on
learning, but i prefer to face to face class because Face-to-face class helps us to
organize the studies because we need to be somewhere at a specific time and date.
Also, it's possible for us to interact with the instructor and the other students. If
learners don't have enough self-discipline or didn’t do their homework, they can
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simply sit there and listen to their instructor. Beside that, face to face class help me
build community with other students.
Erna : Okay the next question, In learning process, which class that makes you more
confident and active? Online (Edmodo) or face-to-face class? Please give me your
reasons!
Responden 14 : Face fo face class and online class can both lead to success on
learning, but i prefer to face to face class because Face-to-face class helps us to
organize the studies because we need to be somewhere at a specific time and date.
Also, it's possible for us to interact with the instructor and the other students. If
learners don't have enough self-discipline or didn’t do their homework, they can
simply sit there and listen to their instructor. Beside that, face to face class help me
build community with other students.
Erna : Okay the next question, Do you think that your English is more improve by
learning through Online class (Edmodo) rather than in face-to-face class?
Responden 14 : I think, Its just the same, i can improve my english through edmodo
or f2f class. Both are good ways.
Erna : Next, Which one is more efficient for you, learning through online (Edmodo)
or face-to-face class?
Responden 14 : Learning through online (Edmodo)
Erna : The last question, In your opinion, what is the beneficial learning through
Edmodo?
Responden 14 : Learners do not need to spend time or resources on commuting.
Through edmodo, there’s no need to spend money on transportation. Your learners
can study using any device with an Internet connection.
Erna : Thankyou for answering my questions!
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Responden 14 : You’re welcome!

